How to Read

Highlights - DemoStats - Variable
This is a variable weighted report; it analyzes the neighbourhoods (DA) where you find projected variable households, weights the
demographics of the neighbourhoods and compares those demographics to the benchmark demographics. The Highlights - DemoStats - Variable report
helps answer the question: What are the key demographics for the variable of interest?

The Variable that the report is ranked against is at the top of the report.
The Threshold is also at the top of the report, and indicates the top percent of neighbourhoods with the greatest concentration of the variable. The default is
25% meaning that only the top 25% of neighbourhoods is represented in the report. The threshold can be increased up to 100%, indicating that all
neighbourhoods where the variable households are found are included.

For household income, the % and Base %
values are in dollar amounts.
Focus on the Index value in this report. The
Index values determine how similar or different
the variable households are compared to the
benchmark (Base) households. A quick glance
at the Index values for Age of Education
shows an above-average Index for households
with a University Degree frequenting a Health/
Fitness Club 10+ times in the past year.

%: The weighted proportion of the population or households in the customer file that exhibits that behavior.
Base %:The percentage of the population or households in the benchmark that exhibit that behavior.
Index: : Measures if the households in the variable households are more or less likely to exhibit a behavior when compared to the benchmark. An Index of 100 is
average. Indices above 100 are above average or over-represented. Indices below 100 are below average or under-represented.
The Area of Interest -also referred to as the Base Area or Base– indicates the geographic extent for the report
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